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When Mia finds herself in the wrong place, at the wrong time, the bold and daring scientist has a
hard time understanding what these savage aliens want from her. Not the kind of male who thought
like others, Maxton was not able to understand his troopsâ€™ need for baser pleasures. But, he
wasnâ€™t going to deny them that pleasure after everythingthey had been through over the past
few years. It was just unfortunate that it was what they had chosen to do on the first night back. But,
then a single glimpse of this exotic creature changed it allâ€¦ The fearless, strong alien warrior
swallowed hard as his eyes drank in this entirely strange creature in front of him. He wanted her for
his own more desperately than anything he had ever known. It was not the strong desire to survive,
but something else entirely; something so primal he didnâ€™t think there was a word for it. Maxton
stared at the creature still wilding, trying to get out of the place. It was the most interesting,
entertaining, and scary encounter he had had in a very long time. He had heard about humans a
few years back. They did not do well as slaves, and based on legislation a few years ago, they were
considered an exotic animal that was not to be brought to the planet. The real question was how
did a human end up at his planet? And more importantly, why does Mia matter more to him than just
a warriorâ€™s prize? Adults Only!
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The Alien's Prize is a typical alien scifi romance story. I don't mean that in any bad way, as I really
like this genre and this book is no exception. The story is based around Mia from earth and Maxton,
who is an alien troop commander and not an expert of love and passion. A strange love story
between Mia and Maxton develops, leaving both of them with feelings they never had before. Some
parts of the story are written a bit spicy, so I understand why the description of the books says:
Adults only. I received a free copy of this book in exchange for my opinion. As mentioned before, I
really like the book and the story. I'd recommend this to everyone who is into this genre and prefers
an easy to read but suspenseful book.

I hate leaving bad reviews...but this book starter out decent enough. The plot is very good, but there
are a lot of missing details. I am just extremely disappointed at the extreme lack of details and the
very abrupt ending.*****Spoiler Alerts*****So the Mia is sold as a slave illegally to our hero (humans
are banned from being sold as slaves), yet, there are rules for slaves and slaves consent to being
slaves? Doesn't make much sense...Mia is a scientist. So when our hero is questioning her about
her actions against Trisha, she doesn't suspect anythong?! Mia even knew she'd have problems
with Trisha and she doesn't suspect there's nothing wrong. Also, she wants to go home, but the
story abruptly ends with them having sex and she admitting she's "his". That doesn't mean that
she's staying...so it fell very flat to me

I thought the book was amazing a commander trying to make sure his fellow troops was satisfied
even if he had to take them to auctions which none the less is what he did, and usually he don't buy
anyone for his self till he seen this amazing creature named Mia,I have received a copy of this book
for my honest thoughts. Maxton did not know why he was so drawn to this beautiful creature he
thought but he knew he wanted her badly so he bought her at auction and she was really reluctant
to be his sex slave or anything else he had in mind so he was gonna send her back to were she
wanted to go but if you want to the rest of what happened read the book it's an amazing story by
Eva Boaz.

The story started out promising, but after the first couple pages reverted to a typical recipe for
scores of the dime a dozen romance books out now. Complete with dropped words lots of typos,

and misspellings.The idea for book was good and it could have been a great book with some
imagination, creativity and just plain ole world building. Maybe a little suspense, a slower change in
a main character's personality that is not so drastic....

Mia's the slave and Maxton is the cruel alien, and you will enjoy finding out how these two shape
their relationship. Maxton obviously meets his match in Mia who is not going to let Maxton win so
easily. With a bit of suspense to keep the pace going, it's a good quick read and all the great things
you love about this genre!

Thoroughly enjoyed reading ,MINE. The characters are endearing in their growing attractions to
each other. My only complaint is that it just abruptly ended. Otherwise it was a enjoyable reading
experience. ðŸ•µðŸ“–ðŸ‘•ðŸ’ŸðŸ˜•ðŸ˜˜

Too bored to continue past 50% of read. Premise had possibilities but interaction between H&h too
sedate -- very polite for a 'sex slave' / master relationship. She struggles to escape him & then
realizes what a nice guy he is & decides to seduce him? What? He's inexplicably drawn to her then
nothing... I kept waiting for something interesting to happen then realized if it hadn't happened at
50% it probably wouldn't.

The characters and plot were okay, but it was difficult to get past the misspellings and mismatched
tenses. At times, the wrong word was used. The ending of the story seemed incomplete. All of these
issues could be addressed by a good (or even average) editor.
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